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Editorial Roundup: Minnesota
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Bundesliga clubs welcome 'quarantine camps' for last two match days
We're here to answer viewers' questions about COVID-19, Amelia Santaniello reports (0:30). WCCO 4 News at
6 - April 1, 2020 DFL Lawmakers, Walz Dial Up Pressure On Republicans To Take Police ...
Capitol fence will be missing when Legislature reconvenes
Carlos Mariani, DFL-St. Paul, who chairs the House public safety committee, struggled to answer,
acknowledging that police are often in difficult situations. Some Democrats have suggested that ...
Once Someone Is Hospitalized For COVID-19 What Happens?
While the Senate GOP promised a swift response to the offer, here is a look at the
DFL's first proposal. 'Sign and release'One of two late proposals inspired by the
police shooting of Daunte Wright, ...
Police reform in Minnesota: It’s like Democrats and Republicans speak
a different language
Monday is the deadline to file taxes, and there is still no answer for
whether Minnesotans who used federal pandemic relief loans will be
taxed for them. While loans would usually be taxed as income, ...

Minnesota lawmakers crunched for time to waive pandemic loan
taxes
and vowed to keep pressing for answers as to what really
happened. The comments by Foreign Minister Marc Garneau were
among the strongest Ottawa has made about the January 2020
disaster.
Debating legalization: Minnesota lawmakers split on recreational
marijuana
It has been a tumultuous week for football that saw six Premier League
clubs sign up for a breakaway European Super League before beating a
hasty retreat amid fan fury. Now attention is turning to ...
What's included in the DFL's proposed police reform package
There are two causes explaining the rise of a new normal. The first is
a growing ideological divide over the nature of government. The second
is structural.
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The Republican-led Minnesota Senate narrowly approved a voter
identification bill on Monday, even though the proposal has little chance
of gaining the support of the DFL majority in the Minnesota ...

Koch re-elected to UEFA executive committee - Peters now on FIFA
council
Jamie Jackson On question of Manchester United’s future in the Premier
League and whether the club are confident that the Premier League will
wish them to remain in the answer United’s stance ...
Minnesota Legislature's budget plans differ on how to address racial
inequality
In the final week of the 2021 legislative session, there's a renewed focus
on legalizing recreational marijuana.
GOP-led Minnesota Senate approves voter ID bill, but it's unlikely to
become law
The answer should be yes ... or by reducing drive time between health care
sites.” Rep. Kelly Morrison, DFL-Deephaven, and Sen. Julie Rosen, R-
Fairmont are commendably leading the efforts ...

What is Germany's 50+1 model and would it work in Premier League
after European Super League fiasco?
In the days after George Floyd’s death, Minnesota legislators on
both sides of the aisle said the state was at a critical moment.
The Minnesota legislative process: still crazy after all these years
Peter Peters, first vice-president as well as deputy spokesperson for the
DFL, has been chosen as a European representative ... and to find the right
answers for the challenges that we are currently ...

Canada slams 'unconscionable' Iran conduct since airliner
shootdown
FILE - Demonstrators place signs on the fence protecting the
Minnesota State Capitol Wednesday, June 17, 2020 in St. Paul,
Minn. in the wake of the death of George Floyd in the custody of
...

Bundesliga clubs on Thursday welcomed a decision by the German
Football League (DFL) to put teams in "quarantine training camps"
for the last two match days of the season to ensure the fixture
...
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